The Clock Drawing Test (CDT) has long been employed to assess cognitive functioning in psychiatric and neurologic settings and is widely used as a screening measure for dementia. While the CDT has often been viewed as a measure of visuoconstructional functioning and thus reflective of right posterior brain dysfunction, it is increasingly seen as a highly complex task requiring a number of neuropsychological abilities, including verbal comprehension,
integrity of hemiattentional fields, planning, and memory (Freedman et al., 1994) . A qualitative or process-oriented approach to interpretation of the CDT may assist in clarifying etiologic and localization hypotheses.
There have been a number of attempts to develop objective scoring procedures for the CDT (Freedman et al., 1994; Ishiai, Sugishita, Ichikawa, Gono, & Watabiki, 1993; Kozora & Cullum, 1994; Mendez, Ala, & Underwood, 1992; Rouleau, Salmon, Butters, Kennedy, & McGuife, 1992; Sunderland et al., 1989; Tuokko, Hadjistavropoulos, Miller & Beattie, 1992; Watson, Arfken, & Birge, 1993; Wolf-Klein, Silverstone, Levy, & Brod, 1989) . However, these studies utilized varying methods of administration for the CDT, making them difficult to compare. Previous studies (Cahn et al., 1993; Nussbaum, Fields, & Starratt, 1992) demonstrated that three of these scoring systems are reliable and useful in detecting dementia associated with Alzheimer's disease.
There has been little analysis of the use of the CDT in the assessment of patients with neurological conditions other than dementia. To our knowledge, only one study has evaluated the utility of the CDT in stroke patients (Ishiai et al., 1993) . In a sample of right hemisphere stroke patients with left unilateral spatial neglect, they found that the CDT did not correlate well with other neuropsychological measures of neglect and appeared to be related to level of verbal intellect in these patients. However, right hemisphere stroke patients were not compared to normal controls or to left hemisphere stroke patients. Thus, to date, the utility of the CDT in assessment of patients with focal neurological impairment has not been thoroughly examined.
Qualitative assessment of the types of errors committed on the CDT have been shown to be useful in screening for dementia. Qualitative analyses have also shown utility in differentiating among patients with differing etiologies of dementia (Rouleau et al., 1992) and in differing dementia from normal aging (Kozora & Cullum, 1994) , suggesting that the CDT has potential for assessing deficits associated with varied neurological conditions. One large scale study has attempted to evaluate quantitative and qualitative aspects of the CDT in neurologic patients of various types, including those with focal brain damage (Freedman et al., 1994) ; however, they compared focal brain lesions to normal controls and did not do analyses comparing patients with differing lesion locations. Therefore, qualitative analysis of CDT performance in patients with circumscribed brain damage needs further study.
The purpose of the present study is to examine the ability of six existing scoring systems for the CDT to discriminate among patient groups with respect to lesion location, using a standardized administration technique. In addition to the six quantitative scoring systems, we also assessed the discriminative ability of a number of qualitative aspects of CDT performance (Rouleau et al., 1992) . We hypothesized that qualitative aspects of performance on the CDT may be more useful in discriminating among patients with respect to lesion location.
METHOD

Participants
Seventy-one community based elderly (26% male, 91% right-handed) and 105 stroke patients (42% male, 98% right-handed) were included in the study. Elderly controls were identified through three senior centers and were excluded if they had a reported history of stroke or other neurological condition or psychiatric history. They were screened for evidence of dementing illness with the Modified Mini Mental Status Exam (3MS; Teng and Chui, 1989) . Individuals who scored lower than the standard cut-offs for either the Folstein MMS (24/ 30) and the 3MS (79/100) were excluded from the study. Thus, patients with global aphasia and severe apraxia were not included in the analysis. Stroke patients were participants in a hospital-based acute medical rehabilitation program. Two percent of the patients had a psychiatric history (as defined by prescription for psychotropic medication prior to their current hospitalization). All patients were seen relatively acutely following the onset of their stroke (M ϭ 26.13 days, SD ϭ 9.11). For analyses of lesion location, stroke patients were divided into groups based on laterality (64 right hemisphere, 31 left hemisphere, and 18 bilateral), primarily cortical (n ϭ 42) or primarily subcortical involvement (n ϭ 43) (20 patients could not be defined as primarily cortical or primarily subcortical), and primarily anterior (n ϭ 23) or primarily posterior (n ϭ 21) (69 patients could not be defined in this manner) as judged by a radiologist unaware of the study hypotheses and based on computed tomography (CT)/magnetic resonance (MRI) findings.
Procedure
The CDT was administered by a neuropsychologist or neuropsychology intern. For the stroke patients, CDT was administered in the context of a comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation. For the control participants, CDT was administered with the 3MS. Participants were given the following instructions for the CDT: ''I would like you to draw a clock, put in all the numbers, and set the hands for 10 after 11.'' Instructions were repeated if necessary. Patients were allowed to use their nondominant hand for drawing the clock. Each clock drawing was scored according to the scoring criteria outlined for each of six published scoring methods (Freedman et al., 1994; Ishiai et al., 1993; Mendez et al., 1992; Rouleau et al., 1992; Sunderland et al., 1989; Watson et al., 1993) . Qualitative features of the clock were also scored, based on the methodology of Rouleau et al. (1992) . Qualitative features included clock size (in millimeters), graphic difficulties, stimulus bound responses, conceptual deficits, spatial/planning deficits, and perseveration. Examples of qualitative errors are given in Table  1 , and more complete definitions of the qualitative errors can be found in Rouleau et al. (1992) .
RESULTS
Demographic Data
Table 2 presents the demographic data for all groups studied. There were no significant differences in age between stroke patients and normal controls, but there were significant differences in educational level, with normal controls having a higher level of education than the stroke patients (F ϭ 8.23, p Ͻ .005). Comparison of stroke groups by lesion location revealed no significant differences in age or education among the stroke subgroups. 
Interrater Reliability
To assess interrater reliability, 10 clocks were scored with each of the six scoring techniques by two independent raters (JS and JA). Interrater reliability was acceptable for all scoring systems except Ishiai et al. (1993) (values ranged from .92 to .96, Ishiai et al. value was .65) . It is unclear why the Ishiai et al. scale could not be scored reliably. One possibility is a difference in methodology. Their scoring system was developed for scoring of placement of clock numbers within a preprinted circle. It may be that the clock drawing method utilized in the present study made placement of numbers more difficult to judge reliably, given that the circle itself may be distorted. However, Ishiai et al. (1993) do not provide reliability data for their clock scoring method for comparison with the present findings.
In addition to the quantitative scores, qualitative features identified by Rouleau et al. (1992) were scored for 10 clock drawings by the same independent raters. Interrater reliability was acceptable for all qualitative features scored, with the exception of the stimulus bound category (see Table 3 ). Table 4 presents the means and standard deviations for all groups on the quantitative scoring systems. A MANCOVA comparing normal controls with stroke patients while controlling for education revealed a significant difference between the two groups. Follow-up univariate ANCOVAS showed significant differences between the two groups on all scoring systems, F(1, 142) ranges from 39.48 to 79.00, all p Ͻ .001, covariate was nonsignificant. In each case, the stroke group performed significantly worse than the normal controls.
Quantitative Scoring
A MANOVA comparing right, left, and bilateral stroke patients revealed no significant difference among patients with different lesion location on any of the scoring systems. Similarly, MANOVAs comparing cortical versus subcortical, and anterior versus posterior groups for all scoring systems were not significant.
Qualitative Scoring
A MANCOVA controlling for education significantly differentiated normals from stroke patients on the qualitative variables, MANCOVA F(6, 137) ϭ 14.47, p Ͻ .001; covariate not significant. Individual qualitative features were also examined using ANCOVA. Normal controls performed better on the dimensions of spatial planning, F ϭ 45.34, p Ͻ .001; perseveration, F ϭ 13.10, p Ͻ .001); graphic difficulty (F ϭ 36.59, p Ͻ .001); size of clock (F ϭ 4.95, p Ͻ .05); and conceptual difficulty (F ϭ 22.54, p Ͻ .001). Normal controls and stroke patients did not differ on stimulus bound responding, although this scale was also not able to be scored reliably (see Table 5 ).
When performances of patients with differing lesion sites were compared, it was found that graphic difficulty, F(2, 74) ϭ 4.39, p Ͻ .01 and spatial planning, F(2, 74) ϭ 3.77, p Ͻ .05, errors best differentiated between hemisphere of lesion, with right CVAs performing more poorly. Graphic difficulty, F(1, 61) ϭ 3.95, p Ͻ .05 and perseveration, F(1, 61) ϭ 6.45, p Ͻ .01, showed differences between cortical and subcortical groups, with the subcortical group performing more poorly on graphic difficulty and the cortical group showing more perseveration. There were no significant differences between anterior and posterior CVAs on any qualitative features.
Correlation With Other Neuropsychological Measures
As part of their evaluation, stroke patients also completed measures of orientation and mental control (Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised; Wechsler, 1987) , language (Boston Naming Test; Kaplan, Goodglass, & Weintraub, 1983) executive functioning/cognitive efficiency (Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWA); Benton & Hamsher, 1976) , visuospatial/ visuoconstructional ability (Hooper Visual Organization Test; Hooper, 1988 , and Greek Cross drawing), and memory (Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised Logical Memory and Visual Reproduction subtests; Wechsler, 1987) . Table 6 presents the correlations among the quantitative and qualitative scoring measures and the neuropsychological tests. Given the number of correlations conducted, only those significant at the p Ͻ .001 level are reported. Results show that all of the clock scoring systems are highly related to tests that are often used for cognitive screening (temporal orientation, COWA) and visuospatial/visuoconstructional measures, but not to memory or language tests. With regards to qualitative scoring, conceptual difficulties was highly correlated with the Hooper Visual Orientation Test, while spatial planning was highly correlated with temporal orientation and the Greek Cross drawing.
DISCUSSION
The six CDT scoring systems evaluated effectively differentiated normal elderly from CVA patients, and they were highly related to performance on other cognitive tests often used for cognitive screening. These results suggest that the clock drawing task is a useful screening tool for cognitive dysfunction in neurological populations with less generalized impairments than dementia. However, the quantitative systems did not reveal differences between various lesion groups, suggesting that quantitative scoring techniques are not useful for assessing localization of function. It should be noted that the data was gathered from stroke patients in the acute recovery stage, when they may have been experiencing dysfunction beyond the immediate area of stroke damage seen on CT or MRI. On the other hand, qualitative features demonstrated greater utility in differentiating between lesion groups. In particular, right-hemisphere stroke patients displayed more graphic difficulty and worse spatial planning relative to left-hemisphere stroke patients, consistent with impaired visuospatial/visuoconstructional skills commonly seen after right-hemisphere stroke. Subcortical patients showed more graphic difficulty relative to cortical patients, while cortical patients had more perseveration. These results are similar to those obtained by Rouleau and colleagues (1992) in which patients with subcortical dementia (Huntington's disease) demonstrated more graphic difficulties than those with cortical dementia (Alzheimer's disease).
Correlational analyses suggested that both quantitative and qualitative aspects of the CDT (conceptual difficulties, spatial planning) were related to other measures of visuoperception/ visuoconstruction, as well as other basic cognitive screening measures (temporal orientation, COWA). The CDT did not correlate well with tests of memory, but the administration technique included repetition of task instructions, removing any memory load from the task.
Although quantitative scoring techniques did not successfully differentiate patients with differing lesions, qualitative scoring was more successful in this regard. In particular, qualitative assessment of spatial and constructional components of the CDT were able to distinguish between patients with right-hemisphere and left-hemisphere lesions. Further, correlational analyses suggested that performance on the CDT is related to functions primarily subserved by the right hemisphere (Benton & Tranel, 1993) . Thus, scoring the CDT qualitatively may provide useful additional information regarding location of brain dysfunction, as well as important information about a patient's visuospatial/visuoconstructional abilities, while adding little time and effort to the evaluation.
